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There is no modern industrial country not research and technology policy in 
one or the other way. But there is a need for complete re-orientation in this policy field; 
especially an integration of social and ecological concern is needed. In the paper some of 
the tendencies of such a reorientation of state technology policy is pointed out. 
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There is no modern industrialised country not pursuing research and tech
nology policy in one or the other way. And although state interventionism 
in general is viewed more and more sceptically and there is an increasing 
shift towards favouring the regulating power of the market, hardly any 
calls for the state's withdravlal from the fields of research, innovation and 
technology have been voiced so far. the contrary, not only is public 
Rand T policy considered to continue to be indispensable for stimulating 
economic growth, it is attached even growing importance within the scale 
of state activities. 

Rather than asking for an expansion of technology policy along exist
ing lines, critics refer to the lack of attention devoted to the social shaping 
of technological development and to the social compatibility of technolog
ical change. Moreover, it is pointed out that there is a lack of ecological 
precautions and environmentally benign technology, a deficit whose solu
tion is also expected from the state. There is a call for an integrative, 
or systemic, technology policy. According to OECD, there is a need for 
complete re-orientation in this policy field; its substance must be newly 
defined, new spheres of intervention must be identified and new structural 
arrangements be developed (OECD 1988). In the following, some of the 
tendencies of such a re-orientation in state Rand T policy shall be pointed 
out. 
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The objective of government technology policy to increase social wel
fare has for a long time quite indiscriminately been equalled with growth 
and productivity progress. The technological innovations encouraged by 
state innovation policy, though, do not lead to productivity increases only; 
their development and application involve considerable risks of both social 
and ecological nature. This has given rise to an increasing scepticism to
wards the traditional objectives of public Rand T policy (BRAUN, 1992). 
Social damage may by far outweigh productivity growth, leading, as a re
sult, to a decline in social welfare. 

It is important to note that social and ecological risks are the result 
not only of the very nature of substantive technology as such but also of its 
use under specific circumstances. As has been shown quite impressively by 
Perrow, the ecological risks of modern large-scale technology are primarily 
the result of the lacking mutual adjustment of social organisation and tech
nological structures (1986). Also the hazards to human health as a central 
social risk in many cases are not due to specific mechanical but 
to work organisation structures and excessive performance standards. 

Due to a specific selectivity, the capacity of the market to eliminate 
social and ecological risks is considered to be low. 
there are a number of market failures which possibly contribute to con
siderable shortcomings of production , 1975): external 
effects of PI~O':l'u.ctlon and CC,ni3UJlTl]ptlOi:l; 

as livell as differences between and overall economic time 
horizons. 

External effects of Pl~ol.:11.1ctlOn and CU'l!~,Ulll!)('lUll Increase CHa.""H~H,-,a'HJ 

with economic and tect;,nj)iC)g:lCcLl cie1,'eJlol)TIle:nt. 
the destruction of the ozone , as well as the 

progress. 
. , 
lnous-

effects 
increase and economic vrn"rth on ~Y;lelfare. 

The fact that scarce resources may be misdirected if environnle11tal 
the market becomes e:x:pj.lCaC~ie if 

conslQ(':rlng as the entn:pl~erle1Jln'1i 
favourable as 

J;?I·lvate costs for societal ones, from the of 
app€lars to be rational. This is true for the emission of toxic gases in 
the same way as for contaminated waste water into the rivers. 
And as a.s the wasteful use of scarce resources does not reduce profits, 
there is fram the that against 
the exploitation of nature. Such an externalisation of costs ma:y mean 
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technological progress from the single point of view, while 
at the level of society at large such behaviour results in reduced social 
welfare. 

The specific market selectivity becomes also obvious "lhen it comes 
to considering human-oriented aspects in the conception of 
practices. A decrease in costs as a consequence of work inten~ 
sification due to the use of new technologies is considered as 
progress in the tr'3.Qltl.OI!al sense, even if this goes hand in hand 
ical and strain. cannot 
on the societallevel in view of the considerable social costs for mS'carIC;;;, 
medical care and human \-"'pi.ca," idle. costs accrued on the 

pr~O(juctlOn process are externalised and have 

of the future of natural resources 18 

another form of failure of the market. Market 
mechanisms related 

current scarcities of rather than Sl!~nalJ.lIlg 
of the market thus a short-term PEOIS;p<:ci;rv"e 

and 

leads to resource allocation and a misdirection of the inno-
vation process from the point of view of social welfare. One 

this line refers to the insufficient consideration of the needs of future 
generations (EWERS, 1990). 

Such failure of the market is demonstrated by the way of dealing with 
non-renewable natural resources. The fact that their availability is limited 
is hardly reflected in the market prices as long as the supplied quantities 
correspond to demand. this way, the necessary processes are 
deferred, which may lead to considerable friction and slow-down in growth 
at a later .stage. Only if processes of adaptation to future conditions are 
initiated at a very early stage can the expected social conflicts be alleviated 
to some extent (LITTMANN, 1975). 

The fact that the market mechanism contributes to environmental 
damage, the violation of human standards and the neglect of future situa
tions of scarcity suggests further perspectives for public innovation control. 
This does not necessarily suggest renouncing the objective of growth but 
at least a re-orientation in the policy of growth. 

There is a widespread view that the development and application of 
the new EDP-based technologies may solve not only economic but also 
ecological and social problems. These technologies are not only labelled 
as clean, they are also supposed to lead to the simultaneous optimisation 
of economic and social objectives. Stimulating technological progress by 
supporting research in and possibly the pioneering application of new tech
nologies is thus considered as a comprehensi.ve form of state intervention no 
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longer requmng, in addition, a special orientation towards ecological and 
social objectives. Much rather, the basic pattern of technology support can 
be maintained. 

DANEKE criticises that such a conception of new technologies makes 
t hem a kind of panacea. But these are, he argues, not unproblematic from 
the ecological point of view and, in addition, place high demands on en
terprise organisation and public infrastructure (1992) while by no means 
leading automatically to the creation of socially compatible working struc
tures (BADHAM, 1992). If the welfare-enhancing function of technological 
progress is not to be impaired by any negative effects, ecological and social 
objectives must explicitly be made the hallmarks of public Rand T policy. 

At first sight, a simple idea seems to provide a sensible orientation 
for a type of Rand T policy aiming at economic, ecological and social 
objectives. This basic idea can be described as follows: Economic- techno
logical innovations which would not be carried out under the conditions of 
an empirical price system, being considered unprofitable from the private 
enterprise point of view, shall be stimulated provided that they contribute 
to ·working towards the socio-economic optimum. On the other hand, those 
types of innovation must be discriminated against, which seem promising 
of success merely from the financial point of view of private industry but, 
taking into consideration social costs and profits, would result in no gain 
or even in a loss of people's economic welfare , 1975). 

This basic idea seems to suggest a dual Rand T policy incorporating 
both support and regulation. The two main thrusts of technology policy 
are the support of technology and the regulation of technology. The former 
stems mainly from the desire to the national economy, while 
the latter is mainly necessary in order to reduce health and environmental 
hazards caused by the use of technology 1992). It might certainly 
be much easier to correct any undesired of progress 
on the user level rather than establish an structured 

of the economy as a 'whole via the distribution of research 
funds. 

Putting the above-mentioned idea into poses considerable dif-
ficulties. Above all, the point in time at which the state should intervene 
by either supporting or hampering the process of innovation seems to be 
an open question. In this connection, COLLiNGRlDGE has drawn attention 
to the central dilemma of control (1980). This is due to the fact that dur
ing the early stages of development technological innovation may not be 
controlled because of insufficient predictability, while later, as social and 
ecological consequences may appear, it is possible to do so. Control at this 
stage, however, becomes increasingly difficult as any changes are extremely 
costly due to the amount of technological, financial, institutional and cul-
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tural investments already made. MA.YNTZ and SCHARPF give a very good 
illustration of the problematic nature of the above simple recipe as far as 
fundamental research is concerned. In politics, according to the authors, 
it is not possible 'to nurse the and pun out the weeds', as the 
potential for increasing social welfare and for jeopardising it is fed from 
the same roots The about nuclear en
gineering, or information storage as such may not a priori be 
as Sup~)o]rt!ve 
sa'Gion Rand T may thus not be ",rh""v"ri 

fundamental research In those selected fields In 
are ,"I "I' to De conauclve In 
all those areas where ne,v hrldlng;s r"r,i",,.,, 

any 
eCOll)g.lC'11 or a social 

state control over fundamental it does realistic 
It is this research to-wards HlLU.'HiS solutions to eXlst;lng problen1s. 

of krlO1,vl,ed!!e is necessary for a 

social or Of course, this does no means 
the problem \vill be found. On the 

one which kind of scientific knowledge is does not 
automatically guarantee success, even if massive financial means are 
at the disposal for the necessary fundamental research; and, on the other 
hand, new scientific findings are not immediately transformed into the nec
essary forms of technology utilisation. In spite of these imponderabilities, 
it seems appropriate to assign to state policy three main tasks 
and SCHARPF, 1990): 

generating knowledge to find technological solutions to social 
lems which have not been caused by technology itself; 
generating knowledge about possible negative side effects of currently 
practiced or prospective technological solutions (see also EDQUIST, 

1992) and 
generating knowledge for minimising such side effects and solving 
problems having occurred due to former technological practices. 

Although the authors have in mind here, in the first place, fundamen-
tal research in the field of ecological systemic relationships, their policy 
conception may easily be transferred to social problems. So, for instance, 
fundamental research may be aimed at finding out where technological 
practices do not comply with the criterion of social compatibility. Also 
research into adverse long-term effects of work practices can be made the 
object of fundamental research, in the same way as investigating possibil
ities of confining or totally eliminating such adverse effects. The authors 
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are well aware, however, that the incentive structure currently existing in 
fundamental research is hardly adequate for directing scientific interest to
wards the investigation of ecological cause and effect relationships, as it 
is systematically designed to neglect interdisciplinary research. In view of 
this, it can be seen as the essential task of the state to initiate the kind of in
stitutional cha..nge in fundamental research that is necessary for embarking 
on interdisciplinary problems (EWERS, 1990). 

State regulation on the user level may take the form or either laying 
down concrete legal provisions or influencing price setting, for instance via 
the levy of taxes or other charges. This is also described by the concepts 
of normative or economic regulation. Public regulation is discussed above 
all as a means of achieving ecological objectives. 

The issue of which form of regulation is more efficient for implement
ing non-economic goals in economic life is highly controversial. By means 
of economic instruments, like taxes and other charges, producers and con
sumers are supposed to bear thOSe external costs which have caused 
themselves and so rar have been for by the community (SIMONIS, 
1992). 'Shadow priCeS' for causing damage to the environment, it is as
sum"C1, will make the rationally acting subjects of economi.c life use clean 
technologies and environmentally benign products so as to avoid the costs 

requirements and price rises. State intervention in the 
se1ctrng IUeC!la,HlSlIl, logically, shall lead to the elimination of unclean 

technologies from the market, to be re!Ha~:eC1 
prod.u(:t and process te,ch1[l01olpes. 

has some weakneSSeS. One 
lies with deternl1IlilJLg the origins of 

oamccgeis OfCOmI)lex 

and prOG:m:ts Impa.1nng 
This is of how such 'shadow prices' 

are. The levels is not for 
insufficient information on caused a 

tend to be the result of biased in which rather 
moderate prices are mostly providing little incentive for a change in 

or habits. In addition, the case of future 
genera'blOns is not taken into consideration in this procedure. Of special 
importance, though, seems to be the argument that trying to fix a price for 
environmental damage in principle suggests that nature-destructive pro
cesses are reversible. As this, however, in most instances is not the case, 
ecologically-oriented government regulation by way of the price in principle 
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is not suitable for solving the problem of preventing environmental damage 
(SODERBAUM, 1990). 

Also legal regulation has a number of disadvantages. It has proved to 
inhibit innovation in so far as there is no special incentive for producers to 
improve the state of the art beyond maximum permissible emission levels as 
fixed by the state towards the development of cleaner technologies. Those 
emissions remaining below the standard fixed by the state thus do not incur 
any costs (EWERS, 1990). Moreover, the with emission 
standards is that this has to be done when the extent of the individual 
technologies' harmful effects is unknovm (S][M,ON'IS, 

suroris,e that emission standards tend to be too lO'VSi 

expe:cted ua,ma~;e is underrated and !..·'C'H'"ur~ 

authors therefore doubt the of efficient 
state control of application at the level, be it via 
or legal regulations and SCHARPF, 1990). This scepticism may 
be substa~tiated by a number of arguments. So, for instance, it cannot be 
excluded that even by far-reaching state control of knowledge application it 
is not possible to prevent the unintended negative side-effects of a basically 
desirable innovation, as technological contexts become increasingly co:mI)lex 
and unpredictable. This is true, for example, also for the catalyser, whose 
use is certainly less harmful to the environment but which poses substantial, 
formerly neglected problems of ultimate disposal. 

The thesis of controllability of knowledge application is little plausible 
also because of the fact that ne\v scientific findings by their very nature 
constitute a public good which may be applied on a world-wide basis. State 
regulations, though, do not extend beyond national borders, thus being 
incapable of preventing certain technological developments as such. 

Quite similar problems would pose themselves to a state technol
ogy policy attempting to achieve social objectives by means of controlling 
knowledge application at the enterprise level. Shadow prices for the use of 
labour in ways that are detrimental to health, for instance, independently 
of the difficulty of setting them, would be problematic above all because 
of the assumption of health as a renewable good. Legal regulation, on the 
other hand, is confronted with the problem of proving the causality between 
damage and specific technologies, an obstacle hardly to be overcome, as es
pecially chronic diseases are the consequence of complex cause and effect 
relationships in which the coping potential of the person concerned plays a 
substantial role and, additionally, in many cases appear only towards the 
end of a person's working life. 
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Apart from the various forms of regulation, public contract placing is 
considered a specially suitable tool for implementing social and ecological 
aspects by means of public Rand T policy (EDQUIST, 1992). By the mere 
choice from among several technologies available on the market, the state 
may in a certain way influence technological development, provided that 
the level of state demand is of any significance. So for instance, vehicles 
for state institutions might be purchased from the point of view of specifi
cally ecological considerations. Also, private enterprises whose production 
organisation is considered as exemplary with regard to social criteria may 
be preferred when placing public contracts. Admittedly, this is only an 
indirect way of steering technological progress. 

Of much greater significance is the placing of public contracts whose 
object is the provision of specific research and development results. As 
special advantages of this way of exerting public influence, the expected 
research and development results may be specified in detail, the instrument 
of contract placing may be used in a highly flexihle way, and the state, 
through compiling the contracts, has the possibility of securing itself rather 
far-reaching rights to controlling the innovation process , 1975). 
Although the chances for putting greater emphasis on social and ecological 
aspects within public Rand T poEcy by means of placing research and 
development contracts are relatively good, there are some problems vvith 
using this instrument which must not be overlooked. Let us mention here 
only the difficulty of a technically adequate specification of research and 
development contracts public institutions. As a rule, it cannot be taken 
for granted that there is sufficient qualified staff -with the specific kDlOiiVl,edge 
V'pn'"llrpri for out this task sat113!cLct:OI"1l''{. 

In view of the out so far it seems necessary for 
lic Rand T policy to new A technocratic 
to achieve and social aims by means of inte:rft:ring 
ket mechanism or the of regula,tm"y practlc1:;S -vviU no 
prove successful 
tiated above all 

to a limited extent. Such a re-orientation can be ini-
a chan.ge m pCthtlC,~1 deCllSl()n-m'3,.\5.1mg culture and by the 

de:vE:loprneut of new pCllltlC,'11 C!eclslODHJaalu:ng 

CHd,ll"/!,e in 
with a view to account eCIJlctgi,eal ob'Je,etlve,s, a number of de-
mands have been expressed, as for instance 1990; SIMONIS, 1992): 

obligation of the emitter to prove non-harmful effect of emissions; 
acceptance of heuristic methods of decision-making, as cause and ef
fect relationships are insufficiently known; 

individual obligation to automatically reduce permissible standards; 
priority to less optimistic prognoses. 
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Quite similar demands can be made on state policy for taking into 
consideration social objectives of technology development. To give only 
one example, enterprises should be obliged to prove that specific techno
logical practices are not detrimental to health. Also abandoning the proof 
of causality of work-related ill-health may be conceived as a basis for po
litical decisions. There is some however, as to the feasibility of 
actually such changes in political culture. 
This unlike the call 

control or 1 Co Llld,vl'U1L 

of state 
but 

rather at a redefinition of the conditions for lelgn:lIJJ.a,tl]ag reg1Jlla,toTY jJl)l1l~le:t:i 

administration of co,mDI'erle:nsnre 
and also the control of kIlO'W'led.ge 

askIng too much. re-orientation of 

program!l1es~ 

at the le-v-el of IS 

must be a redefinition of the state's role 
in the technological innovation process, which should be based on 
coordination, and information. There is more Or less unanimous 

in the that Rand T can by no means 
remain restricted to supporting technological knowledge and controlling 
its application. Not least because of the far-reaching social consequences, 
which are due to the systemic character of new technologies, does 
it seem to be the state's central task to create a consensus on socially desired 
and undesired lines of technological . 1986). This 
means at the same time that new decision-making structures are not only to 
aim at integrating external expertise but also at increasingly lTlCOrnOT'at,lnfl' 
democratic elements. 

What is generally considered an essential institutional innovation aim
ing at simultaneously pursuing economic, ecological and social ends within 
the scope of public Rand T policy is the establishment of technology as
sessment centres. However, the heyday of a type of technology assessment 
oriented towards risk assessment in mere terms of quantity seems to be 
over, for which there are several reasons. Firstly, risk assessment by var
ious experts, especially in the early stages of the process of technological 
innovation, has proved to be widely diverging. This makes clear that risk 
assessment is highly dependent on the subjective interpretations and in
terests of experts. In addition, risks of a social or of an ecological type in 
many cases are connected with specific technological practices rather than 
a specific substantive technology; here, however, a purely technocratic risk 
assessment is not possible. Finally, the traditional form of technology as-
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sessment,' as a rule characterised by centralisation, bureaucratisation and 
expert-orientation, lacks the democratic element which, because of the se
rious social impacts of new technology systems, is decisive for an Rand T 
policy based on consensus. 

The impossibility of objectivising technological risks involves the dan
ger of specific interests being imposed, even if unintentionally, by way of 
technology policy. There are various decision-making approaches designed 
to avoid this problem. Especially in the US, public Rand T policy is based 
on the instrument of concurrent expertises. One has to admit, though, that 
particularly critical views are often excluded from the opinion-forming pro
cess, as these lack either the convincing lobby or the necessary resources for 
scientifically sustaining their ideas. To compensate for this, public Rand T 
policy would have to be committed to the increased support of 'alternative 
research insti tu tes'. 

The problem of orienting the technological innovation process towards 
social and environmental concerns may not be solved means of expert 
advice, as type of technology assessment continues to be based on the 
idea of direct regulatory-interventionist control by the state. This, how
ever, means that there is no direct link between technology assessment 
and the development of new or the improvement of existing technologies. 
There is no direct input of knowledge about social and ecological risks into 
the technological innovation process but an indirect one via govern
ment measures. technological practices including, apart from 
technical, also organisational and cultural aspects, largely defy the logics 
of state interventionism. Public Rand T policy thus must watch out for 
alternatives to the classical centralist assessment based 

Such new forms of 
appear on the horizon. At 

assessment have started to 

are an re-
and work processes,; their with re-

and ecological of IS thus immediately 
into the technological innovation process ASCHOLD, 1986; 

BADHAM and NASCHOLD, 1992). At the level of the institutionalisa-
tion of a democratic dialogue between various social groups and institutions 
constitutes a form of technology assessment and EISIKOVIC, 

1991). The idea of 'Constructive Technology Assessment' as spread by 
in the Netherlands is another indication of change in the forms of 

technology assessment (BOXSEL, 1992). 
Characteristic of this change is the transition from public regulation 

to the self-regulation of technological innovations (LATNIAl\ and SIMON!S, 

1992). The state, or rather the institutions established by the state, con-
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fine themselves primarily to the role of providing the conditions necessary 
for experiments of a socially and environmentaUy oriented technology de
velopment and application. Thus, for instance, it may be regarded as the 
central element of constructive technology assessment to provide for the 
networking of researchers, innovators and other social groups according to 
the idea of a sodo-technical map and to strengthen the mechanisms of com
munication and cooperation. Organising such a dialogue pursues the aim 
of integrating into the innovation process at a stage as as possible 
a maximum of social perspectives and interests. Accompanying investiga-
tions on and innovations shall 
7V"A~:r"..I'" additional into the social ~~,~~~'''''"~. 

le,,,,r:mlllg process is set into motion. Moreover, 
diffusion 

way, social awareness of the social and ecol'Jglcc~l prc,bJ.erns 
progress shaH be helg.ht''On,ecL 

similar aims to the concept of constructive technological assess-
ment are pursued the programme of North Rhine- VVestp,h,11la 

1992) as well as by the Integrated Environment 
programme 1992) developed by EPA in the USA. As far as the 
scope of expansion of such Rand T policy is concerned, there is due cause 
for scepticism. Many state-supported social and ecological experiments 
are far from having model character, and there is hardly ever a diffusion 
throughout society at large. Nevertheless such experiments seem to con
tribute to a cultural increasing people's awareness of the social and 
ecological aspects of technology development and utilisation. 
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